
 

Fujitsu Siemens Amilo Xi 2528 Bios Reset

Hello. After browsing the web I have decided that this site is the most knowledgeable in these matters. I have an unusual problem with an Acer Asprire 4572 that I bought second
hand a year ago. I have been working with laptops for the past 20 years so I am fairly conversant with their inner parts. I noticed that this machine loses its time and date each time

the main battery is removed or goes completely flat. Naturally I thought that the CMOS battery was dead so today I replaced it. However when I removed the old battery I
discovered that it was still giving 3V. I made sure that the terminals and contact surfaces were thoroughly cleaned before I fitted the new battery. However upon rebooting and
resetting the Bios (I am running the machine in IDE mode not SATA mode) I discovered that after removing the main battery as a test the clock an the BIOS settings reverted to
their defaults again. It therefore appears that the CMOS is not drawing any power from the on-board battery, instead it is using the main battery. Any suggestions as to what is

happening here i once got a small battery out of a sanyo just for trial, and forgot about it. the last time i took it out i remember it shorting out and i wouldn't have done it at all but I
know its bad to short out stuff so if anyone wants it, its in the border of the screen (the bevel) and the on/off button. i have to reset it sometime so if you want it let me know and its
yours. i think sanyo's have like 2-8 batteries you can connect and take out. i dont know if its 1cmos but i know theres a 5cmos and then one that i don't know whats its name but its

hard to spot.
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Fujitsu Siemens Amilo Xi 2528 Bios Reset

I have a Dell Inspiron B130 and the main battery was removed 5 times since i bought it. It keeps
losing its time and date and turning itself back on no matter how many times I do a reset. I went to
an electronics store and they said I need a new CMOS battery and what will work on it is one that is

already set. So I bought a new one. It was already set. They told me that it would be fine to change it
by itself. After I changed it everything worked fine for a couple of days. But now it lost again. What

should I do? I cannot find a guide of the settings of my BIOS. I have pretty much no clue how to
change them. Can anyone help me? I've had a few weird problems with my Inspiron 4720 with HP

Bios 4.0.The first time it was an issue with the HP USB MMC Reader. I bought the reader and tried to
flash the BIOS several times on Windows XP, but it didn't work. The only one that worked was the HP
flash utility. I couldn't do it using the MMC reader. Then I finally realized it was a faulty reader that I
bought from the outlet store. I replaced it and everything was fine until today. I reset my BIOS using

the F2 key and it still doesn't recognize the USB MMC Reader. No matter how many times I try to
flash the BIOS, it won't recognize it at all. Thanks for all the help I am not a computer tech. But I

figured out how to override the BIOS Password. I used the Dell utility provided by Dell. I found the
Computer Serial Number on the CMOS Battery and plugged it into the computer. My system as soon
as I click on the Startup button the Dell computer screen says BIOS Password is incorrect and sends
me to the Dell password screen. I entered the password and it allowed me to set a password. I hope

this helps someone else. Cheers. 5ec8ef588b
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